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ABSTRACT 

 
The main objective for this degree project is to implement an Application Availability 

Monitoring (AAM) system named Softek EnView for Fujitsu Services. The aim of 

implementing the AAM system is to proactively identify end user performance 

problems, such as application and site performance, before the actual end users 

experience them. No matter how well applications and sites are designed and no 

matter how well they meet business requirements, they are useless to the end users if 

the performance is slow and/or unreliable. It is important for the customers to find out 

whether the end user problems are caused by the network or application malfunction. 

 

The Softek EnView was comprised of the following EnView components: Robot, 

Monitor, Reporter, Collector and Repository. The implemented system, however, is 

designed to use only some of these EnView elements: Robot, Reporter and 

Repository. Robots can be placed at any key user location and are dedicated to 

customers, which means that when the number of customers increases, at the same 

time the amount of Robots will increase.  To make the AAM system ideal for the 

company to use, it was integrated with Fujitsu Services’ centralised monitoring 

system, BMC PATROL Enterprise Manager (PEM). That was actually the reason for 

deciding to drop the EnView Monitor element. After the system was fully 

implemented, the AAM system was ready for production. Transactions were (and are) 

written and deployed on Robots to simulate typical end user actions. These 

transactions are configured to run with certain intervals, which are defined 

collectively with customers. While they are driven against customers’ applications 

automatically, transactions collect availability data and response time data all the 

time. In case of a failure in transactions, the robot immediately quits the transaction 

and writes detailed information to a log file about what went wrong and which 

element failed while going through an application. Then an alert is generated by a 

BMC PATROL Agent based on this data and is sent to the BMC PEM. Fujitsu 

Services’ monitoring room receives the alert, reacts to it according to the incident 

management process in ITIL and by alerting system specialists on critical incidents to 

resolve problems. As a result of the data gathered by the Robots, weekly reports, 

which contain detailed statistics and trend analyses of ongoing quality of IT services, 

is provided for the Customers.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“TRUE KNOWLEDGE EXISTS IN KNOWING THAT 

YOU KNOW NOTHING. 

AND IN KNOWING THAT YOU KNOW NOTHING, 

THAT MAKES YOU THE SMARTEST OF ALL” 
 

Socrates 

(469/68 - 400/399 B.C.) 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Fujitsu Services Oy is part of the global Fujitsu Group and provider of IT services and 

product solutions in Finland. The goal is to secure customers’ business efficiency by 

delivering comprehensive IT systems and integrating global software applications. 

There are customers across a wide spectrum of industries, such as food industry, 

manufacturing, finance, government, public sector and retail. The main spearhead 

product of Fujitsu Services is an operating model, named Patja, whereby Fujitsu 

Services takes responsibility of the customers’ entire IT infrastructure, including 

applications. [1] 

 

Beginning with the rapid growth in the use of the internet and open systems in the mid 

1990s, enterprises started to provide new applications, which were unthinkable just 

few years before, by combining portable devices, PCs, shared computers, large 

databases and networks that connect them.  These applications provide many 

opportunities for organizations to reach more customers with ever more useful 

services. They boost their productivity and increase the flexibility and responsiveness 

of the organizations that use them. Because these applications are so important, they 

are critical to the success of these organizations. 

 

Today enterprises are more interested in knowing about the “Availability” of their 

services or applications. Today, “available” means the right response time, to the right 

users, right now. Slow performance is no longer an option. Even though each 

customer is different with different needs, all of them, however, have one thing in 

common: customers expect the highest levels of quality of service. The service 

provided needs to be rock solid and reliable and that is due to the fact that customers’ 

business depends on the service of these absolutely key operational systems. Are the 

applications doing what they are intended to do, are response times satisfactory, 

where are the bottlenecks? In many cases, information from the application itself is 

needed to answer these questions, information that is seen by real users, in the end 

user’s point of view. 
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1.1 Thesis Objective 

When talking about customers’ IT infrastructure, we have to keep in mind that it can 

be very vast, both geographically and logically. It may consist of many networking 

elements as well as numerous application servers; there can be a number of Load 

Balancers, there can be a farm of several Front End Servers, there can be numbers of 

Application Server Clusters as well as Database Clusters, etc. Fortunately, there are 

more than few tools for monitoring and measuring Service Level Agreement (SLA) 

for these networking elements as well as application servers. There are tools to 

measure the machines’ memory usage, tools to measure networking traffics and tools 

to measure performance and processes. 

 

What was discussed above is actually called the “traditional monitoring”. In the 

traditional monitoring, it is possible to measure the responsiveness of networking 

elements and application servers individually. Each instance, such as: CPU state, 

memory usage, individual services, etc, of an individual machine can be measured by 

a simple agent, in the case of Fujitsu Services Oy it is a PATROL Agent, a product of 

BMC Software, which reads data from the logs and counters in the Performance 

Counter of the Window Operating System. Then, by observing the overall 

functionality of the system, a system specialist sets accurate threshold values for each 

and every individual instance of the machine. After that it is rather easy to configure 

the agent to send the alert information on the issues when these threshold limits are 

exceeded. Figure 1 illustrates the same problem.. 

 

 

Figure 1: Traditional Monitoring 
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Figure1 Detail: 

It is possible to control the functionality of the networking elements behind the 

firewall, including the firewall itself, individually. However, the end user is not 

interested in the functionality of the individual items of the network; what is important 

in the end user’s point of view, is the functionality of the system as a whole. 

 

It is important to point out the fact, that this does not comprehensively represent 

monitoring. Even though this is a crucial and perhaps the biggest part of the concept, 

we need, however, to bring another aspect to the monitoring systems. Therefore this 

constitutes the research problem in my final thesis. 

 

In order to optimize the availability of the service , factors such as reliability of the 

components, resilience to failure, quality of maintenance and support and quality of 

operating procedures have to be taken into account for all the components of the 

service. In this context, it is important to remember that the user’s perception of the 

service is dependent on the availability of the hardware, software and networking 

components, as well as the availability of the data that is used. Keeping this in mind 

and as mentioned previously and as pictured in the figure above, in the traditional 

monitoring different parameters can be measured for different purposes from 

individual machines. So what is left and what we are looking for is the view of the 

system as a whole through each step of the system, through the chain - named “end to 

end”. In other words, we try to define the availability of this chain from an end user’s 

perspective and we need to measure the experience of the end user. It is not sufficient 

to measure the individual instances and elements of the system, but we also have to 

measure the system right after the firewall through the entire chain back and forth.  

Figure 2 demonstrates this situation. 
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Figure 2: Response Time metering in the end user perspective 

 

Figure2 Detail: 

The end user is driving transactions against a system starting by sending data, which 

goes through the Firewall all the way to the Database Cluster. The data is then 

handled and sent back to the end user. The developed chain is called End to End. The 

real user is only interested in its availability and functionality. 

 

There are several different methods to implement such a monitoring; one way is to 

modify the source code of an application and set/call timers within the code to 

measure the availability of the application. Another way is monitoring based on the 

use of “ping” command, called Light Monitoring. The first case is rather difficult to 

carry out since it depends on the developer of the application. The second case seems 

too simple and too light and does not have much to offer. These methods prove to be 

prone to errors and are far too simple to provide us with the rather important 

information on the system. Therefore, in our case, we came to the conclusion to use a 

more sophisticated and more technical method of monitoring. We decided to emulate 

an end user by defining the typical transactions driven against the application. 

 

1.2 Thesis Organization 

Chapters 2-7 entail the core of the study. The concept of Response Measurement and 

the history of it are discussed in Chapter 2. The Application Availability Monitoring 

system (AAM) in general and the questions AAM helps to answer are discussed in 

Chapter 3. It is recommended (but not necessary for a reader familiar with the concept 

of Application Availability Monitoring) to read this before proceeding to the 

following chapters. In Chapter 4 and 5, the Softek EnView system and BMC Patrol, 
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respectively, are introduced. The implementation and integration of Softek EnView 

for Fujitsu Services is introduced to the readers in Chapter 6. Chapter 7 is dedicated to 

the case study, where we will take a look at the AAM service in a demanding 

environment and how this project was carried out. Finally, Chapter 8 highlights the 

benefits of our approach and points out the weaknesses of the system. 
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2 RESPONSE MEASUREMENT 

Response Measurement allows applications to provide critical availability information 

on business transactions from the perspective of the end user. With this information, 

we are able to measure and report Service Level Agreements (SLA), get early 

information of poor performance of the application and notify operators as well as 

system specialists. Another option is to carry on with automated routine checks 

immediately if the transactions are failing. This way we can isolate the bottlenecks. 

 

2.1 History of Application Response Measurement 

The whole Application Availability and Response Measurement idea started as 

separate and independent projects at IBM and Hewlett-Packard. Both projects had 

similar goals and each had results in implementations that were available as products 

and both companies wanted to better serve the needs of the computing community by 

merging their independent efforts to create a vendor-neutral API using the C 

programming language. The Application Response Measurement (ARM) API is a set 

of standard API calls that enables the measurement of the application performance. It 

is mostly used to measure response time, but can also be used to record application 

availability usage. A technical work, then, took the best ideas from each API and 

combined them into a joint proposal which we now know as Application Response 

Measurement (ARM). As the work progressed towards announcement, many users 

and vendors were consulted, so that by the time ARM was announced in June 1996 

there was a long list of companies supporting the activity. 

 

The use of ARM has steadily increased over the past several years. Most of the early 

adopters of ARM were companies that developed applications in-house. They 

instrumented the applications with ARM in order to improve the manageability of 

these applications. More recently, commercial applications have instrumented with 

ARM. Examples available include Siebel™ 7.7, SAS® 8.2 and IBM® WebSphere 

Application Server™. Commercial implementations of ARM, backed up by 

management applications, have been available from several vendors for several years. 

These are continuing to evolve to add new function and support newer versions of 

ARM. [2] 
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To measure response time for an application using ARM API, the application must be 

instrumented. That means there must be ARM API calls in the application source 

code. Figure 1 shows how business applications are managed with ARM. 

 

 

Figure 3: Application Response Measurement 

 

2.2 Using ARM 

There are three steps to monitoring application performance with ARM API. 

In the first step, which is the most important of all, the application architect needs to 

define and select the transactions and the properties to measure and describe them. It 

is rather important for the architect to consider who needs what kind of data, what the 

objects to measure are and what the data will be used for. Therefore, it is useful for 

this process to be a joint collaboration between the users and the developers of an 

application, system and network administrators. One typical approach is to start with 

transactions that are visible to users and represent major business operations. Then 

transactions that are dependent on external service, such as a database operation, can 

be added. 

 

In the second step, the developer modifies the program to include calls to the ARM 

API. The defined actions are located between the ARM API call, which enables the 

timers to start and stop. Here some libraries are used to for initial testing of the ARM. 

 

In the third step a system administrator replaces the libraries with an ARM agent and 

associated management applications. The distributed applications can now be 

monitored for response measurement and availability data can be generated for 

visualizing the overall situation. 
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3 APPLICATION AVAILABILITY MONITORING 

Most organizations have established a presence on the internet as well as having their 

own applications established for specific purposes, the major one being to provide 

faster and more cost effective service than using traditional technologies, such as 

telephone, fax and even mail. From now on in this final thesis, when referred to 

application, it means all mainframe, client/server and web-based applications. 

 

3.1 Client/Server Relationship Properties 

The idea of a client/server environment is rather simple: A program providing a 

service, the server, will make that service available to other programs through a 

programming interface using predefined telecommunication ports, such as port 80, 

which is defined for HTTP protocol or port 20/21 defined for FTP usage. Another 

program or software, the client, issues requests to the server to provide the service to 

end users. When the request is received by the server, in order to perform the 

requested function, the server may play the role of a client to other servers by issuing 

requests to them; in each case the server processes the request and returns status to the 

client. An environment like this is called Nested Environment. Figure 4 is an example 

of nested environment. 
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Figure 4: Example of Nested Environment 

 

Figure4 Detail: 

An end user requests some actions at client “A” via the mouse or keyboard. Client 

“A” processes the transaction (phases 1 & 2) until it needs a service from server B, 

thus it sends a request. Server “B” receives the request and processes for a while 

(phases 3 & 4), sends a request to server “C” for more information. Server “C” 

receives the request (phases 5 & 6), processes it and returns “temporary” data back 

to server B for further handling. After processing the received data (phases 7 & 8), 

server “B” makes a new request to server “D”. The request is handled by server “D” 

(phases 9 & 10) and the data is gathered, manipulated and sent back to server B. 

Thus server B has completed the original request (phases 11 & 12) and sends the 

respond package back to the client “A”, which then puts the information in a 

readable format for the end user. This is just an example to clarify the idea; another 

possibility would be the parallel requests from server “B”. In this example, server 

“B” takes the role of both a server to the client “A” and a client to servers “C” and 

“D”. Servers “C” and “D” are acting as servers. 
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3.2 Transaction Breakdown 

Transactions are a set of actions driven against an application carried out by an end 

user. A transaction is an action or query carried out within an application, of which 

the response time can be measured. This means user input, which includes both 

mouse clicks and typing with keyboard. Here are some examples of transactions: 

filling out a purchase order on a company’s web site, entering a login name to access 

an application, verifying the price of an article or downloading a file from the internet. 

Transactions also include checkpoints, named Verification Points (VPs), and are used 

to identify the availability of a certain element within the application. This is one way 

to ensure the responsiveness on an application. Verification Points include timeout 

sessions to determine whether or not the object related to the VP was loaded. 

 

 

Figure 5: Transaction breakdown 

Figure5 Detail: 

The time required for a transaction can be broken down to several blocks: The time 

required for networking and the time required for sub transactions. This time added 

to the user time is called User experienced time. 

 

3.3 Monitoring Application Behaviour 

These days, simply having an application is not enough. One needs to understand the 

application’s users’ behaviour to make sure that the application is responsive and it 

presents information that interests end users. This is due to the fact that visitors’ 
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behaviour has a direct effect on one’s financial success of the business. Applications 

that do not fulfil these criteria, actually drive customers away. It is vital for any 

business to understand why and how their applications are being used. This is 

necessary not only in order to get the best possible value of the IT investment, but 

also to be able to determine the need for IT resources required to meet the needs of 

the business solutions. 

 

Monitoring application behaviour enables one to estimate and validate the 

responsiveness of an application and will help one answer questions about the 

application, such as:  

 Is a transaction (and the application) failing? 

Rather than waiting for phone calls from dissatisfied users, operators can get 

immediate notification when a transaction is not completely satisfactory. 

 

 Where is a transaction failing? 

A verification point can be initiated to point out the source of failures. 

 

 What is the response time? 

Having satisfactory response time is very important from the end user’s point 

of view. In fact, from the perspective of the end user, the only two things that 

really matter are whether an application is working and how long it is taking to 

respond. In addition we have to remember that the response times are 

important elements in service level agreements (SLA). 

 

 

 Where are the bottlenecks? 

If the response times are long (or there is no response at all!), where the time 

is being spent? 

 

 How can the application be tuned up for better performance? 

By understanding which transactions contribute most to the total response 

time, system specialists can take the necessary actions to minimize or to 

reduce the execution paths that are taking longest. For instance, a faster 

communications link might be installed, a server might be moved onto a 
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network segment closer to its heaviest users or an application could have a few 

critical sections redesigned. 

 

3.4 Managing Business Services 

For today’s IT organizations, the concept of “Service Management” is nothing new. 

Companies depend on their technology for running critical business operations. In 

fact, any disruptions in the IT services can cause serious, even catastrophic pressure to 

achieve the high levels of service that users require and demand. Traditionally, IT 

leaders have taken a technology driven approach to delivering promised levels of 

service. They have defined service level agreements (SLAs) based on IT metrics, such 

as network speeds, I/O throughput rates and system response times. However, it has 

been quite a challenge to ensure that these SLAs meet the needs of the businesses. 

Line-of-business executives measure success in terms of revenue, profits and 

shareholder value. When evaluating new initiatives, the first question a business 

leader asks is, “How does this impact the business?” 

 

Now, there is a clear method for bridging the gap between IT and business 

departments. By focusing on customer needs, IT organizations can determine the best 

way to meet those needs. They can explicitly define services and measure those 

services in business terms. This is called Business Service Management (BSM). 

 

With BSM, organizations can move towards a business-driven approach for IT service 

delivery. BSM enables business and IT leaders to speak a common language and 

understand the impact IT has on the business. This is accomplished by planning, 

modelling, managing and measuring IT effectiveness throughout the IT-Business 

Alignment Cycle; This Cycle is not a linear approach, but a series of disciplines that 

are managed via a dynamic feedback loop. Most importantly, BSM empowers IT to 

extend the discipline of “active” management to business services. IT organizations 

have had the tools to understand, proactively managing and optimizing performance 

across the technology environment for many years. With BSM, IT can take the next 

step and prioritize their efforts in line with business goals. This way, IT synchronizes 

the company’s people, processes and technology and become a creator of business 

value. 
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Control over and management of the computer system and its vital components is 

critical to the continuing operation of the system and the timely availability of the 

services/functions provided by the system. This includes controlling both physical and 

logical access to the system, preventing unauthorized modifications to the core 

components, and monitoring the availability of the system as a whole. In addition, the 

performance and capacity usage of individual resources, such as disk space, 

networking equipment, memory and processor usage are introduced. Of course these 

controlling and monitoring activities have to be performed in a cost-effective way so 

the cost of controlling any resource does not become higher than the cost of the 

resource itself. Planning for the recovery of the systems in a case of a disaster also 

needs to be addressed, since being without computer systems for days or weeks may 

have a huge impact on the ability to conduct business. 

 

To successfully manage and control a computer system, there still is one important 

factor that has to be covered. Previously, various hardware and software components 

that collectively provide a service, but which components are part of the IT 

infrastructure were mentioned. A prerequisite for a successful management is detailed 

knowledge of which components to manage and how these components may be 

manipulated in order to control their behaviour. In addition, it is equally important to 

know which commitments have been made with respect to availability and 

performance of the business solution. In short, in a modern business environment, one 

of the most important management tasks is to control and manage the Service 

Catalogue in which all the provisioned services are defined and described and the 

Service Level Agreements, in which the commitments of the IT department are 

spelled out. Here I would like to turn to the widely recognised Information 

Technology Infrastructure Library (ITIL). This is due to the fact that most IT 

organizations who are required to deliver performance and availability, agree that 

there is no point in committing to deliver a service at a specific level if the basic tools 

and processes needed to deploy, manage, monitor and report the service level 

achieved have not been established. ITIL groups all of these activities into two major 

areas: Service Delivery and Service Support. The primary objectives of the Service 

Delivery discipline are proactive and mainly consist primarily of planning and 

ensuring that the service is delivered according to plan (the Service Level 
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Agreement). In order to achieve this, the tasks described in the following section have 

to be accomplished: 

 Service Level Management (Service Delivery) involves managing customer 

expectations and negotiating Service Level Agreements. This includes 

identifying customer requirements and determining how these can best be met 

within the agreed budget. IT departments work together to plan and ensure the 

delivery of service. This involves setting measurable performance targets, 

monitoring performance and taking action actions when targets are not met. 

 

 Cost Management (Service Delivery) consists of registering and maintaining 

cost accounts related to the use of IT services and delivering cost statistics and 

reports to Service Level Management to assist in obtaining the correct balance 

between service cost and delivery. It also means assisting in pricing the 

services in the Service Catalogue and Service Level Agreements. 

 

 Contingency Planning (Service Delivery) ensures the continuing delivery or 

minimum outage of the service by reducing the impact of disasters, 

emergencies and major incidents. 

 

 Capacity Management (Service Delivery) plans and ensures the adequate 

capacity within the expected performance characteristics is available to 

support the service delivery. It delivers capacity usage, performance and 

workload management statistics as well as trend analysis to Service Level 

Management. 

 

 Availability Management (Service Delivery) means planning and ensuring the 

overall availability of the services. It also provides management information in 

the form of availability statistics. 

 

 Configuration Management (Service Support) is responsible for registering all 

the components in the IT service, including customers, contracts, SLAs, 

hardware and software components. 
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 Help Desk (Service Support) acts at the main point of contact for users of the 

service. It registers incidents, allocates severity, and coordinates the efforts of 

support teams to ensure timely and correct problem resolution. 

 

 Problem Management (Service Support) implements and uses procedures to 

perform problem diagnosis and identify solutions that solve problems. 

Escalation times should be agreed upon internally Service Level Management 

during the SLA negotiation. 

 

 Change Management (Service Support) plans and ensures that the impact of 

the change to any component of a service is well known and that the 

implications regarding service level achievements are minimized. 

 

 Software Control and Distribution (Service Support) is the responsibility of 

the software control and distribution to manage the master software repository 

and deploy software components of services. Changes are deployed upon the 

requests of the Change Management. 

 

 

Figure 6: The ITIL Service Management Disciplines 

 

 

3.5 Monitoring the Performance of Applications 

To retain and improve productivity and to bring down costs, the applications used by 

either customers or employees need to be adequately responsive in order to be 

accepted and become the tools of choice rather than replacements of the manual 

processes. In the traditional monitoring, the IT department has focused on monitoring 
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and managing server and network performance and availability putting less effort on 

the business transactions themselves. This has led to situations where servers and 

networking components work according to specifications. However, because of poor 

application design or poor database performance, the user’s experience with the tools 

were so poor that the systems were never accepted, and the development effort and 

money were wasted. In this context, application performance is evaluated by not only 

its responsiveness to the enterprise systems, e.g. by how it provides data and 

computing powers, but also the time it takes to send data back and forth to the end 

user, and the time used at the end user’s computer to display the results. 

 

Today there are plenty of tools for enterprises to control the responsiveness of the 

back-end servers. For instance, if the servers do not respond in a desired fashion, the 

bottleneck can be identified by these tools and then more capacity may be dedicated 

to resolve the issue. It is not hard to see that the time needed to transport required data 

back and forth to the end users, is partly under control of the enterprises. Both the 

enterprise and the end user, however, are responsible for their own connection 

capacity. Therefore the enterprise may reduce, at least partly, the response time of an 

application by providing more powerful data communication links. The employees of 

an enterprise are usually provided with the needed band width to and from the 

workplace, but they will not be successful if they require customers and external end 

users to acquire extra band width to do business with them. Additionally we can say 

that the response time of an application can strongly rely on the computing power 

needed to display the data. As with the networking resources mentioned above, 

businesses should not expect every single potential customer to have the latest and the 

fastest computing hardware and should therefore try to limit the amount of resources 

needed to build the application. 

 

During the past years, application programmers have become more and more creative 

in the use of dynamic icons or pictures, which takes a lot of time and processing 

power and networking band width. We have to keep in mind, that programmers 

usually have very powerful machines and almost unlimited networking resources, 

which may be one of the reasons that they do not realize the impact that all these 

dynamic objects have on the application’s response time to the average end user. Just 

like server and back end/front end machines’ availability and performance is 
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monitored today, monitoring the response times experienced by the end users will 

provide valuable information regarding the business use of the applications, which in 

return will support the business decision making processes. 

 

One example of the business use of gathering application availability data is the 

Service Level Management (SLM). Most Service Level Agreements (SLAs) today 

include targets for server and network availability and they mostly rise as high as 

some 99.5% to 99.9%. But at the end of the day, these metrics do not indicate how 

well the end users are served or what the end users actually experience. By 

monitoring the application performance, a business will get a better indication of how 

the system is used and responds without having to deal with individual server 

resources, such as applications and database servers. Application availability 

monitoring provides the tools and means for establishing clearer Service Level 

Agreements (SLA) that only specifies targets for transaction availability and 

performance, and leaves the implementation of the technical infrastructure to the 

service provider. Another obvious use of application performance monitoring 

methodologies is to reveal exactly which resources are used by which transactions and 

application system. For example today some applications have become so dynamic 

and complex that it is almost impossible to anticipate the flow of the transaction. It is 

not uncommon at all that an end user interaction with a business application travels 

through ten or more servers to reach the application server itself. All these provide 

specialized functions such as security, portal services, load balancing, etc. In addition, 

to ensure availability, many resources, such as application servers, are duplicated or 

clustered, providing even more security to the application availability. 

 

Finally to summarize, the Return of Investment (RoI) of deploying Application 

Availability Monitoring system within an organization is likely to be realized in the 

following areas: 

 Increased customer service through: 

� Easier and more manageable SLAs for IT service providers 

� Less application complexity 

� Better and more responsive user interface 

 

 Increased IT department productivity through: 
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� Better knowledge about resources usage 

� Increase proactive management 

� More qualified troubleshooting 

 

 Better business decision making through: 

� Better understanding of application usage and integration 

� Clearer and less complex SLAs 
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4 INTRODUCING SOFTEK ENVIEW 

The idea was, from the very beginning, to produce a new solution for the customers to 

monitor their key business applications and provide useful information on their 

systems in exchange for their investments in purchasing Application Availability 

Monitoring (AAM) system. At the time, there was also a gap in the monitoring system 

provided to the customers, since there was not any sort of tool to measure what the 

end users actually experienced and how applications responded in time. Here, the end 

user perspective means that we would like to have a view of the system as a whole 

and not only by having the view of individual elements of the system behind the 

firewall. Therefore we needed a solution to complete an already existing monitoring 

system. The solution, however, could not require any kind of modification in the 

business applications, the modification of source code for instance, or any 

installations in the end users work stations. It could not be dependent on geographic 

boundaries, because the solution was not only to satisfy the needs of domestic 

customers, but also take into account the needs of foreign customers, who can have 

offices around the globe. The solution had to satisfy also other rather important 

factors: The monitoring had to be as dynamic as possible, and the measurements had 

to be as continuous as possible. This is due to the fact that every customer has 

different needs and sees the application monitoring from their own point of view. 

 

To satisfy the above mentioned needs and to complete and fill in the gap of the 

monitoring system of Fujitsu Services Oy, we decided to use the Softek EnView 

solution. In the provided solution, customers’ key applications are monitored by 

simulating end users. 

 

Softek EnView is a family of software products that enables an Information 

Technology organization to monitor the end to end response time and measure the 

availability of key business applications from an end user point of view. It facilitates 

the continuous measurement of the end user response times, and at the same time 

offers a proactive approach to service level and availability management through 

reporting with real time visual displays and historical trend and reporting. Softek 

EnView acts as an early warning system, which helps organizations measure the 

performance, availability and response of their critical business processes, whether 
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mainframe, client/server or web-based. The Softek EnView system is composed of 

multiple components that can be deployed in different geographic locations. The 

system is able to detect problems before they deter end users, by being able to warn 

sluggish response times before online customers defect to another site and it also 

gives notice of system overload. With Softek EnView, enterprises have a proactive 

means to track and remedy response time requirements and ensure 24/7 availability of 

all critical applications. [3] 

 

Unlike traditional performance monitoring, the implementation of Application 

Availability Monitoring system offers continuous measurement of end to end 

response times - just the way end user experiences it. This solution does not require 

any kind of software to be installed on end user machines or the sites being monitored 

and it does not require modification of the source code of the application - unlike the 

previously mentioned case of Application Response Measurement (ARM). 

 

4.1 EnView System Overview 

First of all, I would like to emphasize that the following list and the system structure 

presented in figure 6, are the recommendations of the software provider. The 

implemented AAM system is rather different from this recommendation and will be 

presented later in chapter five. 

 

The Softek EnView system was designed to monitor a wide range of applications. The 

system consists of the following components listed below 

 Softek EnView Robot 

 Softek EnView Collector 

 Softek EnView Monitor 

 Softek EnView Reporter 

 Softek EnView Repository 

 Softek EnView Administration Console 

 Softek EnView EasyScript 

 Rational Robot 
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Figure 7: Conceptual view of Softek EnView with Softek elements 

 

4.1.1 Softek EnView Robot 

Softek EnView Robot is a stand alone machine. Robots are installed at key end user 

locations, where they continuously simulate end users by running transactions against 

critical business applications in order to capture application response and availability 

data. Scripted to log on and execute specific sets of transaction, they operate 

continuously with certain intervals and in real time. This is the component that 

actually logs into each application being monitored and runs these transactions against 

the application. The Robot creates an event record for each transaction that includes 

the step by step logon process and transaction execution details. The event record is 

transmitted in real time to the Softek EnView Collector, where it is analysed and 

retrieved by the Softek EnView Monitor. At the same time the event record is logged 

to a disk file on the Robot and is transmitted to the Softek EnView Reporter via FTP. 

The frequency in minutes and the remote location for the log record transfer can be 

customized using the Softek EnView Administration Console. Each Robot session 

acts independently of the other session and runs scripts based upon properties defined 

in the Administration Console. The Softek EnView Administration Console identifies 

which scripts to run in each session as well as the access method. 

The Robot runs background programs to periodically verify that the main program 

and components are active and productive. The figure below demonstrates the 

functionality of the Robot. [4] 
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Figure 8: Robots’ Conceptual diagram 

 

Figure8 Detail: 

After developing scripts to carry out required monitoring transactions, they are saved 

in the central repository of the EnView system. The CTA agent on the Robot gets the 

configuration data from the central repository and updates the local Rational 

Projects database as well as the Configuration Data database. Based on this 

configuration information Task Scheduler, the Task Launch Pad and the Rational 
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Robot are started to initiate the transactions and drive them against the customer’s 

key application. The availability time is gathered form the monitored application and 

is sent to the Measurement Data database, from where the data is delivered to both 

Collector and the Reporter. 

 

4.1.2 Softek EnView Collector 

The Softek EnView Collector receives transaction log records from the Softek 

EnView Robots in real time. Each Robot writes its transaction records to single 

network queue created and maintained by the Softek EnView Collector. The result is 

then placed on the display queues. The queues are First In First Out (FIFO) with each 

read removing the requested records from the queue. [4] 

 

Collector(s)

From Central 

Repository

From 

Robot(s)

Configuration 

Transaction Agent 

(CTA)

Real Time Data 

Reception 

(mqnetrd.exe)
Data Validation To Monitor(s)

Config

Data

 

Figure 9: Collector’s Conceptual Diagram 

 

Figure9 Detail: 

The CTA Agent on the Collector receives configuration data from both Central 

Repository and Robot. Based on this information Collector combines the right data 

with the right Robot. The data package is then sent to the Monitor. 
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4.1.3 Softek EnView Monitor 

The Softek EnView provides up to minute information in the form of visual display to 

communicate the status of transactions executed by Softek EnView Robots across the 

organization. An alarm is triggered when a pre-determined threshold is reached for a 

transaction or a group of transactions that make up a business process. This threshold 

can be set at the Monitor. Threshold may be set from the application’s perspective and 

from the Robot’s perspective. The visual presentation of alarms is provided through 

graphical charts and message displays. Acknowledging alarms after an event occurs 

resets the alarm for subsequent occurrences of the event that has the same status. 

Therefore, if a new event occurs that has a worse status, the alarm goes off. [4] 

 

Monitor Server
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Agent (CTA)

Real Time Data 
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Data Processing 

(DBMain)
Monitor Server

Monitor 

Aplication (Viewr)

From Central 

Repository

From Collector

 

Figure 10: Monitor’s Conceptual Diagram 

 

Figure10 Detail: 

The CTA Agent on the Monitor receives configuration data from both Central 

Repository and Collector. Based on this information, the Monitor combines the right 

data with the right Robot. The data package is then sent to the Monitor Applet for 
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browsing purposes. The information is modified for the use of a Graphical User 

Interface (GUI). 

 

4.1.4 Softek EnView Reporter 

Softek EnView Reporter is a data analysis and reporting tool that generates standard 

Softek EnView reports using predefined templates. It allows specifying the type of 

report to be generated, the schedule for report generation and the output format of the 

reports, such as HTML, CSV (comma-separated values) or hard copy (printed). It 

works in conjunction with Softek Robots; the Robot creates a transaction record for 

each transaction, detailing performance information for each step of execution. 

Transaction records are logged to a disk file on the Softek EnView Robot. All Robots 

transmit their transaction records log files to the Softek EnView Reporter database. 

Once the Softek EnView Robot transaction files are imported, reports can be 

generated using the Reporter. [4] 
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Figure 11: Reporter’s Conceptual Diagram 

Figure11 Detail: 

The CTA Agent on the Reporter receives configuration data from both Central 

Repository and from the Robot (Via FTP). The received data is stored in Historical 

Data database for reporting purposes. The Windows Scheduler is used to 

automatically drive the generated reports on pre-defined dates. It is possible to 

publish the reports on a web portal or on a MS Excel sheet. 

 

4.1.5 Softek EnView Repository 

The core of the Softek EnView system is the Central Repository. It remembers all 

information about the business applications, the configuration information and the 

overall system topology. It also communicates this information to all components in 

the system and notifies when something has been changed. [4] 
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4.1.6 Softek EnView Administration Console 

The Softek EnView Administration Console allows for the entire EnView 

environment’s configuration at a glance by presenting the hierarchy of Softek EnView 

configuration elements [4]. 

 

4.1.7 Softek EnView EasyScript 

Softek EnView EasyScript is a wizard-based utility that assists during script 

integration and creation of Site Watch scripts in s Softek EnView configuration. [4] 

 

4.2 Data Flow 

At the start of the chain, Softek EnView Robots perform the required transactions 

against the defined business applications. Softek EnView Robots generate Robot log 

records that are transmitted to the Softek EnView Collectors (primary and secondary). 

Also the Robot log records are transmitted to the Softek EnView Reporter for storage 

in the historical database. The Softek EnView Reporter allows us to schedule the 

publication of reports, or request them on-demand. Reports can be printed, published 

in the internet, intranet or exported in tabular format for further processing. At the 

Softek EnView Collector level, all Robot log records are verified for integrity and 

compared against known transactions and applications. Bad records are rejected at 

this level. All good records are forwarded to the Softek EnView Monitor for 

presentation. The Softek EnView Monitor is a client/server component. The Softek 

EnView Monitor Server is deployed on a stand-alone machine and serves the requests 

of the Monitor client(s). 
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5 INTRODUCING BMC PATROL 

While every Microsoft Windows Environment is unique, there are certain practices 

that one can follow to ensure the overall availability of a system. A Windows 

environment can consist of many servers as each provides a different role for the 

business critical application or service. Any application that affects the business 

should be monitored. Using the information from the monitoring, a baseline, which is 

a data set that indicates how system resources are being utilized normally, can be 

established. For a Windows system the baseline includes four basic server resources: 

Memory, processor, disk and network objects. [5] 

 

As mentioned earlier, Fujitsu is using a BMC product, called PATROL Enterprise 

Manger, for above mentioned monitoring purposes. PATROL is a system, application 

and event management tool. It provides an environment where one can monitor the 

status of resources in the distributed environment. PATROL operates using three main 

components: a PATROL Agent, one or more PATROL Knowledge Modules (KM), 

and a PATROL Console. 

 

The core piece of the PATROL architecture that monitors and manages host 

computers is called PATROL Agent. The PATROL Agent has the responsibility for 

managing all applications and resources it discovers. The PATROL Agent consists of 

Perform Agent executables (BDS_SDService.exe, which is registered as a service on 

windows platforms, and bgscollect.exe) and the PATROL Agent executable 

(patrolagent.exe), which is registered as a service. The PATROL agent performs the 

following tasks: 

 Runs commands to collect system or application information; the information 

is collected according t applications and parameters defined in Knowledge 

Modules (KMs). 

 Stores information locally for retrieval by the PATROL Console  

 Loads specified Knowledge Modules at start-up, runs menu commands, and 

updates InfoBoxes on the PATROL Console.  

 Acts as a service provider for event management 
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PATROL Knowledge Modules (KMs) are individual groups of knowledge libraries 

that contain information about a system or application that the PATROL Agent is 

managing. A KM is essentially a wrapper around some specific application or system 

resource that will be managed and serves as a common interface for the PATROL 

Agent. Individual tasks within a KM are typically application routines, compiled 

programs, operating system commands, and PATROL Scripting Language (PSL) 

scripts. PATROL KMs send the PATROL Agent their instructions and make it 

capable of managing diverse environments. As their name suggests, KMs are modular 

in nature, and the number of types of KMs that are loaded on an agent depending on 

what services and applications one wants to manage. 

 

The Loaded KMs provide the PATROL Agent with the ability to automatically 

discover and manage all of the known applications, databases, and system 

components on the server. The agent continuously gathers information and statistics 

from the KMs and can be configured to execute a set of recovery actions. PATROL 

Knowledge Modules are a set of files from which a PATROL Agent receives 

information about all of the resources, such as databases and file systems, running on 

a monitored computer. It provides information to the PATROL Agent about 

parameters and the identity of objects. In addition, it tells which actions to take and 

how to monitor the application. 

 

The PATROL Console graphically depicts all applications, databases, middleware 

and messaging systems. The information and statistics gathered by the PATROL 

Agent are displayed on the PATROL Console in the form of alerts, graphs and 

reports. 
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6 IMPLEMENTATION & INTEGRATION 

 The implementation and the integration of the Softek EnView system needed some 

careful planning and designing. As mentioned in chapter four, the Softek EnView 

system could not be implemented for Fujitsu Services’ use as it was. This was due to 

the fact that Fujitsu had already a centralized monitoring system and there was no 

sense, neither technically nor economically in implementing an additional console. 

That would have only caused more confusion among Fujitsu Services control room 

operators and also it would have been troublesome to maintain another monitoring 

system only for the use of AAM. So this basically meant the elimination of one Softek 

EnView element, the Softek EnView Monitor.  

 

As figure 8 indicated, Collector’s Conceptual Diagram, the main purpose of the 

Softek EnView Collector is to gather the configuration data form the Softek Central 

Repository and combine that with the data sent by Softek EnView Robots and deliver 

the whole package to the Softek EnView Monitor for monitoring purposes. Since we 

decided not to use the Softek EnView Monitor, there was no need to use the Softek 

EnView Collector either. That meant the elimination of a second Softek EnView 

element, the Softek EnView Collector. 

 

After the elimination of the above mentioned Softek EnView components, we will be 

left with the following components of Softek EnView: Robot, Reporter, Central 

Repository, Administrative Console and the Easy Script. The figure below shows the 

conceptual view of the simplified Softek EnView system. 
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Figure 12: Conceptual view of simplified AAM system 

 

Figure 12 Details: 

The Softek EnView Robot is a stand alone system that logs into applications and 

executes transactions. The Robot can be located in a geographically / logically 

different network than the core element of the AAM system, the Central Repository. 

The information from the transactions is then captured and sent to the Softek EnView 

Reporter for reporting purposes. All the necessary configuration data for Robots and 

the Reporter as well as all the scripts deployed on Robots are kept here on the Softek 

EnView Repository. 

 

Even though some Softek EnView components were eliminated from the system, the 

need to react to the alarms generated by Robots was still there. In order to react to 

those alarms, the simplified AAM system had to deliver the information of a failure to 

the Fujitsu’s centralized monitoring system. To present how the information is 

delivered, I have to describe the functionality of the BMC PATROL Agent on a 

Softek EnView Robot. 

 

Softek EnView Robots create log records reflecting either a success or a fail 

condition, when it attempts to log onto the application or execute transactions. Once 

the log record is assembled, the Softek EnView Robot transmits the record to the 

Softek EnView Reporter via FTP. At the same time, the installed PATROL Agent on 

the Robot constantly drives executable files to collect information from the machine 
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and also reads from generated log files found on the disk. Base on this information 

package, a log file, called the History Log, is created. 

 

Since the History Log is filled with a lot of information, most of it useless to the 

AAM system, we needed to parse the useful AAM information. Therefore, we created 

a PATROL Knowledge Module by using the PATROL Scripting Language, PSL. 

What this Knowledge Module does, is that it searches through each line of the log file 

and looks for some keywords referring to driven transactions, which mostly contain 

keywords such as Softek EnView and /or the timers used in transactions. No matter 

where the Robot is geographically located, the telecommunication link between the 

Robot and Fujitsu’s centralized monitoring system, the PATROL Enterprise Manager 

(PEM), is activated and available at all time. The parsed data, containing information 

on the AAM transactions, is then transferred to the PEM by the PATROL Agent.  

 

 

Figure 13: Functionality of the BMC Agent on a Softek EnView Robot 

 

Figure 13 Details: 

As a stand alone machine, the Softek EnView Robot logs into applications and 

executes transactions. We need the availability information for two purposes: Number 

one is to deliver data to the Softek EnView Reporter for customer reporting. This was 

solved by sending the data straight from the Robot to the Reporter via FTP. Number 

two is to deliver data to the PATROL Enterprise Manager (PEM) for monitoring 
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purposes. To solve this, the PATROL Agent on the Robot collects data to the History 

Log -log file. Then by using a PATROL knowledge module, I select the useful 

information on AAM. This information is then sent to the PEM using available 

PATROL data communications link. 

 

The AAM information sent by the agent holds the following information on both 

incidents and on successful results: Date, time, script name, transaction name, 

numeric value and response time. The numeric value is predefined and has a specific 

meaning; in the case of AAM the numeric value in use are zero (0), three (3) and (5). 

 

The value zero is a result of a successful transaction. This means that each and every 

element of the application under monitoring, presented on the script, were loaded 

correctly before expiration time. This value does not generate any alarm on the PEM 

console. 

 

Value three is to declare whether or not there has been a failure within the script. 

Whenever there is an unexpected situation, while driving the transaction against the 

application, this value is used. An example would be the appearance of an extra 

window, such as Window’s message boxes, or the changes in an application, so that 

the Verification Points (VPs) in the script do not match with those in the application. 

If such value is assigned to the information, the generated alarm will be shown on the 

PEM console and the information will be delivered to AAM specialists to investigate 

and fix the problem. 

 

Value five is to declare that there has been a failure in the transaction. To monitor the 

application and to insure that critical elements are loaded and showed to the end user, 

the Verification Points are used. In addition time limits are assigned to VPs to 

measure the availability time for each critical element and also to lunch the error 

handling if the VP is not appeared or loaded in a timely manner. If value five is 

assigned to the information, the generated alarm will be shown on the PEM console. 

Then the operators at Fujitsu’s monitoring room react to the alarms according to the 

incident management process in ITIL and by alerting system specialists on critical 

incidents to resolve problems. 
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7 CASE STUDY – ELISA CORPORATION 

Having established the AAM system and integrated it with Fujitsu Services’ 

centralized monitoring system, I will present the monitoring defined, designed and 

implemented for two different customers, Elisa Corporation. This customer came to a 

conclusion to monitor its key business applications using Application Availability 

Monitoring system.  

 

The object of the Elisa Corporation company is to practise general domestic and 

international telecommunications operation, provide them with communications 

services and devices. They also conduct research, provide consulting and control 

operations in the field of communications. The company shall carry on its operations 

either directly or via its subsidiaries or joint venture companies. [6] 

 

Fujitsu Services is providing the Patja™ an operating model to the Elisa Corporation, 

Application Availability Monitoring is a part of this rather huge service entity, which 

covers the customer’s entire IT infrastructure and partly the software as well. The 

need of AAM was due to the high usage of this key business application used daily by 

Elisa Corporation employees.  

 

7.1 Defining Transactions 

The application, Microsoft Exchange, is used daily by more than 5000 employees and 

the functionality and availability of MS Exchange is a necessity. The MS Exchange 

server itself was already under accurate monitoring with respect to memory, 

processor, disk space, network objects, etc. However, what was more interesting was 

the functionality of the entire MS Exchange system; the research problem was how 

the system behaves at all times with different loads, how fast an email travels before 

achieving its final recipient. Thus, finding the bottlenecks in case of a failure was 

important. As mentioned in the previous chapters, different instances of a system may 

function just fine, but the over all system may not work as well or may not work at all 

when checked and monitored from an end user’s point of view. To measure this 

availability of the MS Exchange and to find the possible bottlenecks, we first had to 

define the typical transactions that were carried out by the actual end users. These 
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transactions were defined in co-operation with customer’s technical staff and are as 

follows: 

1. The MS Exchange login functionality, using the MS Outlook, and the 

appropriate response time 

2. The availability of Active Directory 

3. The request time from the MS Exchange server to open an email 

4. The response time for sending an email with an attachment with the size of 

100 MB 

5. The overall response time for all transactions mentioned above 

 

Next, I will go through each transaction case and present how it was developed. To 

see the script for all transactions, please refer to Appendix A. In addition to these 

transactions, another rather important aspect of developing a script was the error 

handling part for each transaction in case of failure. In general scripts are developed 

using Softek EnView EasyScript programming language, which is very similar to 

Visual Basic programming language. 

 

7.1.1 MS Exchange Login Functionality 

To verify the functionality of the MS Exchange login, the simplest way was to start 

the application and login. To do so, first we need to initiate the MS Outlook 

application itself and confirm that the login window exists. After that we need to 

choose a login profile, insert the appropriate username and the password created for 

the AAM usage and confirm the success of login. The success of the login 

functionality is verified by checking whether the MS Outlook Inbox appears or not. 

 

The MS Outlook application can be initiated by starting the OUTLOOK.exe process. 

That is done by using Softek EnView EasyScript tag StartApplication and by defining 

the path for the OUTLOOK.exe file. Initiating this process will start the Choose 

Profile window for inserting the right profile. Here is the first check point to make 

sure that the Choose Profile window was loaded successfully. Then by selecting the 

right profile we get to the actual authentication stage, where the login to MS Outlook 

happens by inserting the username and the password details to the Enter Password 

window. We initiate the timer, named XXX_login, to measure the response time for 
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the login process and the timer is being stopped right after getting the expected correct 

result, being the appearance of the MS Outlook Inbox window. We need to verify that 

the Enter Password window exists and the username and the password fields in the 

window. In general each window has its own properties and is consists of several 

different and unique objects such as the name, size, the field names on the form, 

displayed data on its forms, its image, etc. These objects and properties are extremely 

handy to check when expecting a certain window or an element of a window to be 

loaded. In addition, it is possible to set a time out session for each object properties to 

verify that the element is loaded in a timely manner. In the login case I am using the 

combination of the window’s image and the window’s title name combined with a 

time out session as follows: 

 

 

Figure 14: An Example of a Verification Point for MS Outlook login 

 

Figure 14 Details: 

The verification point indicates that Choose Profile window should appear next and 

the time out session for this action is set to 30 seconds. The value of Result is set to 

either 0 or 1, depending on the success of the verification point within the time out 

session. 

 

After verifying existence of the appropriate Choose Profile window, is now turn to 

login. Here as well, we make sure the appearance of the login window and actually 

login by typing created username and password just like an end user. To check the 

appearance of the window, it is enough to make sure that the window, named Enter 

Password, is loaded - meaning that we do not need to confirm the existence of the 

fields on the login form.  
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Figure 15: Logging into MS Outlook 

 

If the login was authenticated correctly, the result would be the appearance of MS 

Outlook Inbox window. A verification point was dedicated for this purpose and the 

time out session was set to 30 seconds. A failure in authentication is just as likely - 

therefore error checking and recovery actions were also taken into consideration. 

 

Since we already initiated a timer (XXX_login) to measure the login time for MS 

Outlook, we needed to stop the timer right after a successful case of authentication. 

The follows figure shows how to start and stop the timers. 

 

 

Figure 16: Initiating and stopping a timer within a script 

 

In general a timer will either be successfully completed or terminated. To identify the 

source of interruption, the status error handling must be read during the interrupt 

service routine. If the status code is zero, it means the transaction timer has reached 

the ENVSTOPTIMER and timer has been successfully stopped. If the status code is 

five, it indicates that a short or empty packet was received from the timer. That is, the 

transaction timer has never achieved the ENVSTOPTIMER due to an error which has 

caused a long response time. There is another status taken into use in this environment 

and that is status three. This status is used mainly for developing purposes and it 

indicates that there has been a bug in the written code. 
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The pseudo code for MS Exchange Login functionality is then as follows: 

 

SUB1 

{ 

Start OUTLOOK      // Outlook.exe 

Confirm OUTLOOK   // <VP1> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Initiate timer      // <T1> 

Confirm Profile window   // <VP2> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Choose OUTLOOK profile   // <VP3> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Username and Password   // <InputKey> 

 Confirm authentication   // <VP4> 

  Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Stop timer     // </T1> 

} 

 

7.1.2 Active Directory Functionality 

Exchange Server (2003) communicates a lot with Active Directory. Nearly all 

communication information is stored in the configuration partition of Active 

Directory. And the information on the store of the users’ mailbox is saved as user 

property. That means that if a message has to be routed, Exchange Server determines 

the mailbox is on the local server by taking a look at the entries of the global address 

list (GAL). The GAL is created using the Recipient Update Service (RUS) which has 

a look at the directory information and creates an entry for all objects that are email 

enabled. The RUS communicates with Global Catalogue server via GC-LDAP. If the 

recipient is not on the local server and the message needs to be routed to another 

Exchange Server, Exchange recognizes this via GAL entry. Exchange Server then has 

a look in the configuration partition and determines the way that server connections 

via connectors are available. This is done via GC-LDAP too. 

 

There are many ways and tools to verify the functionality of Active Directory, but the 

idea was to do an AD availability test using AAM. When connected to Exchange 

server using MAPI, the users list is accessible through the regularly updated Global 
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Address List (GAL). MS Exchange keeps the user’s information like first name, last 

name and email addresses in Active Directory. This way, by verifying that a pre-

defined user is found by the MS Outlook, we can prove the availability of the Active 

Directory as well. This means that instead writing the user’s email address, a search in 

the address book will be initiated to find the specified user and the response time will 

be measured for this transaction.  

 

The pseudo code for Active Directory functionality is then as follows: 

 

SUB2 

{ 

Compose a new mail      // <VP1> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Open Address Book      // <VP2> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Initiate timer      // <T2> 

 Search for the recipient   // <VP3> 

  Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Confirm && select the recipient // <VP4> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Stop timer     // </T2> 

Details to new mail      // <VP5> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

} 

 

7.1.3 Email Response Time 

A significant email outage can disable all incoming, outgoing and server-to-server 

email delivery. The business impact of errors in the email system can range for minor 

annoyance to a dramatic bottom-line impact.  

 

The idea was that the solution monitors the Microsoft Exchange service for its ability 

to accept email messages from a sending client and also relay messages to a receiving 

client.  Thus an email is sent frequently every fifteen minutes with an attachment. The 

mail is sent to the user itself. The question that immediately arises here is that if the 

mail is sent to the user itself, how is that going to describe a “real life” situation, since 
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there are no telecommunication devices in the middle of the system to slow down the 

process? This was an issue I pointed out and was discuss with Elisa’s technical 

department. The solution was pretty simple; the sent mail was configured to travel 

through internet outside of Fujitsu Service’s network. The configuration was fulfilled 

by Fujitsu Service’s Exchange experts. 

The response time for this functionality is measured as soon as the send button is 

clicked.  

 

The pseudo code for sending an email would be as following: 

 

SUB2; 

SUB3 

{ 

Verify the recipient address    // <VP1> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Get an attachment, size 100 MB  // <VP2> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Verify attachment 

  Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Attach to mail 

Write the log for send time    // <VP3> 

 Error Check (Success || Abort) 

 Verify log file existence 

 Verify modification 

Initiate timer       // <T3> 

 Send email 

 Verify sent 

  Error Check (Success || Abort) 

 Verify received 

  Error Check (Success || Abort) 

Stop timer      // </T3> 

} 

 

7.1.4 Overall Response Time  

The idea was to measure the overall end to end time: logging into the mail account, 

creating email with an attachment, sending it forward and confirming the arrival of 
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the mail within the defined time. This transaction was rather easy to implement; I 

already completed the individual tasks within this script. Thus for measuring the 

overall end to end time, what is needed is to sum up the individual timers and as a 

result the end to end time for this script is calculated. 

The pseudo code for end to end response time would be as following: 

 

SUB4 

{ 

Initiate timer       // <T4> 

 SUB1 

 SUB2 

 SUB3 

Stop timer      // </T4> 

} 
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7.2 Creating Reports 

All data used for creating various reports are based on the log files sent by EnView 

Robots and gathered by EnView Listener and EnView Reporter. The raw data is 

received as a “.txt” file and stored in a MS SQL database located in the EnView 

Reporter. Log files are handled and modified for different reporting purposes. In order 

for the data to be readable, I have put the data into the table below, which is a sample 

of the raw data received from the EnView Robot. To see the complete raw data log 

files, please refer to Appendix B, “AL_xxxxxxxxxxxxxx.log”. 

 

4.3.2006 20:34:55 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb003 2 NA RC0 T semb003_login NA 6.78 0 

4.3.2006 20:34:56 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb003 2 NA RC0 T semb003_read NA 1.67 0 

4.3.2006 20:34:58 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb003 2 NA RC0 T semb003_write NA 7.12 0 

4.3.2006 20:34:59 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb003 2 NA RC0 T semb003_all NA 19.2 0 

4.3.2006 20:35:01 7 AL AL1 BUS_PR BUSP semb003 2 PRT NP P semb003 PRT 59 0 

4.3.2006 20:36:05 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb002 2 NA RC0 T semb002_login NA 6.6 0 

4.3.2006 20:36:07 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb002 2 NA RC0 T semb002_read NA 1.67 0 

4.3.2006 20:36:08 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb002 2 NA RC0 T semb002_write NA 7.03 0 

4.3.2006 20:36:10 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb002 2 NA RC0 T semb002_all NA 18.92 0 

4.3.2006 20:36:11 7 AL AL1 BUS_PR BUSP semb002 2 PRT NP P semb002 PRT 64 0 

4.3.2006 20:37:16 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb001 2 NA RC0 T semb001_login NA 6.65 0 

4.3.2006 20:37:18 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb001 2 NA RC0 T semb001_read NA 1.7 0 

4.3.2006 20:37:19 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb001 2 NA RC0 T semb001_write NA 7.22 0 

4.3.2006 20:37:21 7 AL AL1 Outlook Konala semb001 2 NA RC0 T semb001_all NA 19.6 0 

4.3.2006 20:37:22 7 AL AL1 BUS_PR BUSP semb001 2 PRT NP P semb001 PRT 64 0 

Table 1: Raw AAM data received from EnView Robot named AL1 

 

Table 1 Detail: 

The table above contains some AAM availability data sent by EnView Robot to 

EnView Reporter. The columns with orange background colour are those of interest. 

The first column (date information) and the second column (time information) contain 

“date time” information on when exactly the transaction was executed against the 

end user application. Column number six contains the information about the 

application under monitor; in this case MS Outlook. Column eight includes the name 

of the script. Here we can see that there are three scripts assigned for the same 

EnView Robot, AL1.  Column thirteen gives us information about the name of the 

transaction within the script. Therefore, we can notice that the script has 4 different 

transactions measuring different functionalities. Column fifteen contains the response 

time for the appropriate transaction. Last column, number sixteen, contains value 
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“zero”. This value indicates that there has not been failure in transactions. For more 

details on values please refer to chapter six. 

 

The Data received from each accepted Softek EnView Robot transaction can be stored 

in two ways: As raw data or as summary data. Raw data is kept fully in expanded 

form, exactly as it comes from the Softek EnView Robots. There are two tables that 

handle raw data, though neither is needed to generate standard reports: 

 TRANS_RESULT_T table 

 ROBOT_LOG_T table 

 

The ROBOT_LOG_T table is only provided to allow backwards compatibility for 

existing customers who already have their own reports. The activation of either the 

TRANS_RESULT_T table or the ROBOT_LOG_T table significantly slows down 

the Listener’s data import  function, and is generally not necessary unless one is 

writing his own, raw data based reports. Data is also kept in a summarized form in 

tables. It is from these tables that the standard reports are generated. There are three 

tables that handle the summarized data: 

 ENVIEW.GTO_TRANS_RESULT_T - Greater than objective summary 

 ENVIEW.RESP_TIME_RESULT_T - Availability summary 

 ENVIEW.ROBOT_TRANS_RESULT_T - Robots & response time summary 

 

With every transfer of data to the databases, all raw data and summary data are 

updated by the Listener. 

 

Once the raw data from the data gathering process is captured and stored in the central 

database, this data must be consolidated and manipulated in order to produce 

meaningful reports and perform trend analysis. Generating reports that show the 

application usage related to both the business and the technical infrastructure are 

equally helpful in demonstrating business value and identifying potential bottlenecks 

or problem areas. 

 

In general there are three ways to generate reports for application availability and 

usage: Printed Reports, HTML reports and CSV (Comma Separated Value-based) 

Reports. 
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Printed Reports can be sent directly to predefined printer as soon as a report 

generation is complete. These reports print in a landscape format and resemble HTML 

reports. Unlike HTML reports, however, Softek EnView Reporter does not save a soft 

copy when you generate printed reports. This option, however, is excluded since it is 

not efficient and at the same time prone to printer errors. 

 

HTML Reports are an ideal output format when generating reports. They can be 

viewed in any popular Web browser across multi platforms and a report history index 

page is included giving access to all reports generated over a certain period of time. 

The history page acts as a sort of a table of contents with links to the various report 

templates. If a report is not available for a particular report template, it is easily 

generated by adding the SQL query and running it again. HTML reports can be also 

archived and retrieved for viewing or printing at a later time. 

 

CSV reports are Comma Separated Value-based reports. When a CSV report is 

generated, the information is stored in a text file. Commas separate the data fields and 

their corresponding values. 

 

7.2.1 MS Exchange Login Availability Report 

The login functionality in MS Exchange was discussed in details in previous chapter, 

7.1.1. The table below is a part of the original report created for Elisa Corporation. 

When creating the tables, the SQL language has been used to retrieve data from the 

MS SQL database. A complete SQL query to fetch data from the MS SQL database is 

provided and can be seen in Appendix G. For reviewing the full report please refer to 

Appendix C, “Elisa1, semb001_login”. 
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  DateTime Run_date run_time 
process_

no trans_id 
resp_tim

e 
status_co

de 
error_me

ssage 

1 27.12.2005 11:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:00 semb001 semb001_login 7.06 0  

2 27.12.2005 11:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:14 semb001 semb001_login 6.39 0  

3 27.12.2005 11:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:29 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0  

4 27.12.2005 11:44 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:44 semb001 semb001_login 6.42 0  

5 27.12.2005 11:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:59 semb001 semb001_login 6.42 0  

6 27.12.2005 12:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:14 semb001 semb001_login 6.48 0  

7 27.12.2005 12:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:29 semb001 semb001_login 6.85 0  

8 27.12.2005 12:44 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:44 semb001 semb001_login 6.57 0  

9 27.12.2005 12:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:59 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0  

10 27.12.2005 13:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:14 semb001 semb001_login 6.46 0  

11 27.12.2005 13:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:29 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0  

12 27.12.2005 13:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.46 0  

13 27.12.2005 13:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:59 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0  

14 27.12.2005 14:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:15 semb001 semb001_login 6.62 0  

15 27.12.2005 14:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:30 semb001 semb001_login 6.45 0  

16 27.12.2005 14:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0  

17 27.12.2005 15:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:00 semb001 semb001_login 6.42 0  

18 27.12.2005 15:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:15 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0  

19 27.12.2005 15:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:30 semb001 semb001_login 6.65 0  

20 27.12.2005 15:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.5 0  
Table 2: Response times for MS Exchange login 

 

Using above data we generate the actual availability report graph. On the figure 

below, y –axe’s values represent time and are in seconds. On the x –axe the values 

represent date and time. For complete figure please refer to Appendix D, “Elisa1, 

semb001_loginChart”. 
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Figure 16: Login response time graph for MS Exchange functionality 

 

7.2.2 Active Directory Availability Report 

Due to the request from customer, this functionality was measured in conjunction 

with writing an email. It is vital to bear in mind that we actually can check the 

availability of Active Directory by getting the receiver’s email address from the 

address book available in MS Exchange. Again, only a part of the data is presented 

here, table 2 and the figure 17, for a full data table and a complete figure, please refer 

to the Appendices E and F, “Elisa1, semb001_write” and “Elisa1, 

semb001_writeChart” respectively. 
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Table 3:  Response times for Active Directory 

 

The figure below represents the availability graph based on the data query for Active 

Directory. 

 

 

Figure 17: Active Directory response time graph 

 

  DateTime Run_date run_time 
process

_no trans_id 
resp_tim

e 
status_co

de 
error_me

ssage 

1 27.12.2005 11:01 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:01 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

2 27.12.2005 11:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:14 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

3 27.12.2005 11:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:29 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

4 27.12.2005 11:44 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:44 semb001 semb001_write 6.96 0  

5 27.12.2005 11:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:59 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

6 27.12.2005 12:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:14 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

7 27.12.2005 12:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:29 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

8 27.12.2005 12:44 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:44 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

9 27.12.2005 12:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:59 semb001 semb001_write 7.06 0  

10 27.12.2005 13:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:14 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

11 27.12.2005 13:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:29 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

12 27.12.2005 13:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:45 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

13 27.12.2005 14:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:00 semb001 semb001_write 7.04 0  

14 27.12.2005 14:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:15 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

15 27.12.2005 14:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:30 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

16 27.12.2005 14:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:45 semb001 semb001_write 7.04 0  

17 27.12.2005 15:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:00 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

18 27.12.2005 15:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:15 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

19 27.12.2005 15:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:30 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

20 27.12.2005 15:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:45 semb001 semb001_write 6.96 0  
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8 CONCLUSION 

As it is defined in ITIL and as mentioned in chapter 3.3, one of the most important 

factors in service delivery is to ensure the end to end availability of a system for the 

customers. The system here means all those elements, both hardware and software, 

which makes it possible for a company and all its employees to become more and 

more competitive. The objective of this thesis was to implement the Application 

Availability Monitoring (AAM) system for Fujitsu Services to ensure the end to end 

availability of customers’ key business applications. 

 

The very first thing I would like to emphasize is that the purpose of Softek EnView 

system is not to ensure the high availability of any system. “End to end availability” 

and “high availability” are two very different concepts. End to end availability tries to 

find those bottle necks causing performance problems in applications, as was 

described earlier. Whereas high availability is a solution that maximizes the 

availability of the customers’ business IT. Following this, I will present my 

observations on the Softek EnView System and finally I will discuss my views on 

“end to end availability”. 

 

In my view, Softek EnView has two convenient features: one is that the system itself 

is quite flexible and you really do not need to build the system the way it is 

recommended, including all its features. You can choose the elements you need to 

integrate with your system and leave out the rest. For instance, I decided not to use 

one of the most common elements in Softek EnView. I simply decided to leave out 

the EnView Monitor element. Instead I had to find a way to integrate selected 

elements to the centralized monitoring system of Fujitsu Services. Well after doing 

some research, I noticed that the EnView Robot writes detailed information about 

each transaction into the logs and restores it in a specific path. After following this 

process, I also found the logic on how the logs were written and what they actually 

meant. Following this, I developed an agent to gather the information I needed to 

provide me with the availability data gathered by the EnView Robot. For this I used 

third party software, BMC Patrol Agent. 
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Another handy feature is that it enables you to develop scripts for main frame, 

client/server and web-based applications with a friendly Graphical User Interface, 

GUI. This facilitates cruising in the GUI and easy access to different functions. 

 

The configuration of the system, however, might cause difficulties among users with 

no experience. The problem relates to environmental variables that need to be set 

during the configuration. They can easily fail if any extra activity is noticed in the 

system. In case something goes wrong with the configuration, the software sets faulty 

values into the computer’s registry. Thus the faulty values need to be manually 

cleared. In my experience it is quicker to reinstall the whole OS, Operation System, 

than to go through the registry manually. 

 

Another important issue I would like to highlight in the Softek EnView system is that 

I found it prone to errors in case of changes. Basically once the script has been 

deployed on the EnView Robot, any changes in either the functionality or in the 

layout of the application, are enough to trigger an alarm; the latter being the biggest 

challenge. The latter one causes problems if the changed element in the layout of the 

application happened to be a verification point, a VP. Faulty alarms then need to be 

investigated carefully one by one and the cause must be reported to the customer. As 

one can imagine, this can be a very time consuming task since the deployed script and 

transactions need to be compared to the live application or site. However, this has not 

been a problem with the present case studies. After finding those changed 

functionalities or VPs, then changes need to be applied in central repository, scripts 

need to be re-deployed and EnView Robots need to be updated for changes to become 

valid. 

 

Since there are not many products equivalent to Softek EnView in the markets, I can 

not compare them; on the basis of my research, I can say that Softek EnView is far 

more developed than any Application Respond Measurement (ARM). The reason is 

very simple: you really do not need to modify the source code of an application in 

order to measure the response times. 
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End to end availability cannot be achieved by merely installing failover software and 

walking away. First, you need to define exactly what your needs are and what can go 

wrong in undermining your efforts to meet those needs. What are the costs you are 

willing to assume to avoid those risks? What technologies are available within the 

constraints you have now defined? Defining availability is not as simple as it sounds. 

Acceptable availability levels depend on the application and the users. A 98 percent 

availability level, for example, means that the system may be down as much as 

approximately three hours per week, and a total of seven days per year. On the other 

hand, a 98 percent availability level would be disastrous in an online transaction 

processing environment, where significant revenues can be lost in even a few seconds 

of downtime. In such an environment, IT must drive availability levels as close to the 

theoretical limit as possible – while meeting budgetary constraints. The budgetary 

consideration is critical, as today’s business have moved beyond the vertical systems 

of yesterday; automating new processes and integrating systems from end to end. 

Even if they have already implemented expensive, proprietary architectures to achieve 

near-fault-tolerance for their key business applications, enterprises are constantly 

implementing new systems to modernize supply chains, manage customer 

relationships, and integrate with partner systems and more. The reason to drive the 

availability levels higher and higher is rather simple; to provide continuous services to 

customers and as a result, increase the productivity and profitability of the company. 

No one has claimed that achieving those theoretical thresholds would be easy – in fact 

it is rather difficult to achieve an availability level of for example 98 percent. But in 

order to achieve that, we need to be well prepared. When it comes to key business 

applications, it basically means to be able to proactively identify any end user 

performance problems before the actual customers experience them. And the Softek 

EnView system makes it easier to do that. 

 

Due to the rapid pace that technology develops today, managing business applications 

is an important task to keep in mind. We not only need far-sighted developers who 

make more efficient applications, but we also need all-inclusive solutions to develop 

the monitoring at the application level together with the concept of end to end. For 

sure we need more similar tools to Softek EnView to guarantee that the end users will 

have less and less difficulties operating these applications. Surely the possibilities for 

the development are immeasurable. 
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Appendix A: Script including all transactions 

Option Explicit 
'$include "envGUI_h41.sbh" 
'$include "envGUI_l41.sbl" 
'$include "sqautil.sbh" 
   
Sub Main 
Dim Result As Integer 
Dim envResult As Integer 
Dim envPassword As String 
Dim envUser  As String 
Dim Process_to_kill As String 
Dim html_snap_option As String   ' activate or not the generation of Html log file under \sentpeth\log if error 
occured 
 
html_snap_option="SNAP" 
'html_snap_option="NO_SNAP" 
 
Process_to_kill="OUTLOOK" 
envScriptName = "SEMB001" 
envPassword = environ("ENVPASSWORD") 
envUser = environ("ENVUSER") 
envResult = envLogInit() 
‘On ERROR GOTO FATAL_ERROR 
Dim TempFile As String 
Dim MailSendTime As String 
 Dim MailVerifyTime As String 
 Dim MailNewTime As String 
 Dim Clipper As String 
 Dim someerror As Integer 
 Dim x As Integer 
 'Script Name: semb001 
 
 TempFile = "c:\MailTime\SEMB001\semb001.log" 
 Result = FileVP (Exists, "Name="+TempFile, "VP=FXMYLOG;Wait=2,4") 
 If Result <> 0 Then 
       Open TempFile For Input As #1 
           If Err<>0 Then 
               MailSendTime = "" 
           Else 
               Redim fchar(Lof(1)) 
               For x=1 to Lof(1) 
                   fchar(x)=Input(1,#1) 
                   MailSendTime=MailSendTime & fchar(x) 
               Next x 
               MailSendTime = Mid(MailSendTime,2,Len(MailSendTime)-4) 
           End If 
      Close #1 
 End If 
     
'    MsgBox MailSendTime 
 
'***All Starts     
envresult = ENVSTARTTIMER("semb001_all","Outlook","Konala","T","NA") 
    StartApplication """C:\Program Files\Microsoft Office\OFFICE11\OUTLOOK.EXE""" 
     
    Result = WindowVP (Exists, "Caption=Profiilin valinta", "VP=Window 
Existence;Wait=1,30;Status=NORMAL") 
If RESULT = 0 Then Call GoInError ("R-ELISA1 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 -->  semb001: Profiilin valinta 
epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi.", 5) Else Call adjustTimersAfterVP()  'This statement was modified by EasyScript 
Tools - Please don't modify this comment. 
    'R-ELISA1 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 -->  semb001: Profiilin valinta epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi. 
'***Log In 
envresult = ENVSTARTTIMER("semb001_login","Outlook","Konala","T","NA") 
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Profiilin valinta", "" 
    InputKeys "{BKSP}"
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    InputKeys "SEMB001" 
    InputKeys "{ENTER}" 
 
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Connect to SEMB001.acc.master.epnet", "" 
    InputKeys "+{TAB}" 
    InputKeys "ACC\SVC-AMM-SEMB001" 
    InputKeys "{TAB}" 
    InputKeys "Salasana1" 
    InputKeys "{ENTER}" 
 
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Saapuneet - Microsoft Outlook", "" 
    Result = WindowVP (Exists, "Caption=Saapuneet - Microsoft Outlook", "VP=Window 
Existence;Wait=1,30;Status=MAXIMIZED") 
If RESULT = 0 Then Call GoInError ("R-ELISA1 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 -->  semb001: 
Sisaankirjautuminen epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi.", 5) Else Call adjustTimersAfterVP()  'This statement was 
modified by EasyScript Tools - Please don't modify this comment. 
 
    'R-ELISA1 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 -->  semb001: Sisaankirjautuminen epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi. 
     
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Saapuneet - Microsoft Outlook", "" 
envresult = ENVSTOPTIMER("semb001_login") 
'***Log In Ends     
 
'***Read Mail 
envresult = ENVSTARTTIMER("semb001_read","Outlook","Konala","T","NA") 
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Saapuneet - Microsoft Outlook", "" 
    InputKeys "{ENTER}" 
    Result = RegionVP (CompareImage, "", "VP=Region Image;Wait=1,30;Coords=11,81,212,128") 
If RESULT = 0 Then Call GoInError ("R-ELISA1 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 -->  semb001: Uuden postin 
lukeminen epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi.", 5) Else Call adjustTimersAfterVP()  'This statement was modified by 
EasyScript Tools - Please don't modify this comment. 
    'R-ELISA1 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 -->  semb001: Uuden postin lukeminen epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi. 
    If Result = 1 Then 
        Window SetContext, "CurrentWindow", "" 
        Window WMaximize, "", "" 
        InputKeys "+{TAB}^+{END}" 
        InputKeys "^c" 
        Window CloseWin, "", "" 
        Clipper = ClipBoard.GetText() 
        MailVerifyTime = Clipper 
    End If 
envresult = ENVSTOPTIMER("semb001_read") 
'***Read Mail Ends 
 
'***Delete Newest Mail 
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Saapuneet - Microsoft Outlook", "" 
    InputKeys "{Delete}" 
'***Delete Newest Mail Ends 
 
'***Write Mail 
envresult = ENVSTARTTIMER("semb001_write","Outlook","Konala","T","NA") 
    InputKeys "^n" 
    Result = RegionVP (CompareImage, "", "VP=Region Image3;Wait=1,30;Coords=4,3,216,25") 
If RESULT = 0 Then Call GoInError ("R-ELISA01 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 --> semb001: Postin luonti 
epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi", 5) Else Call adjustTimersAfterVP()  'This statement was modified by EasyScript 
Tools - Please don't modify this comment. 
    'R-ELISA01 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 --> semb001: Postin luonti epaonnistui - vasteaika ylittyi 
 
    Window SetContext, "CurrentWindow", "" 
    Window WMaximize, "", "" 
    MailNewTime = Now 
    Clipboard.Settext MailNewTime 
    InputKeys "SVC-AMM-SEMB001" 
'***get directory name 
    InputKeys "^k" 
    InputKeys "{TAB}{TAB}"
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    InputKeys MailNewTime 
'    Window SetContext, "CurrentWindow", "" 
'***Send Mail 
    InputKeys "^{ENTER}" 
envresult = ENVSTOPTIMER("semb001_write") 
'***Write Mail Ends 
 
'***Write Log, Kill TempFile 
    Open TempFile For Output As #1 
        If Err<>0 Then 
            someerror = 2001 
        Else 
            Write #1,MailNewTime 
        End If 
    Close #1 
 
'***Close Outlook 
    Window SetContext, "Caption=Saapuneet - Microsoft Outlook", "" 
    Result = RegionVP (CompareImage, "", "VP=Region Image4;Wait=1,30;Coords=262,127,386,142") 
If RESULT = 0 Then Call GoInError ("R-ELISA01 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 --> semb001: Posti ei saapunut - 
vasteaika ylittyi", 5) Else Call adjustTimersAfterVP()  'This statement was modified by EasyScript Tools - Please 
don't modify this comment. 
    'R-ELISA01 - KOHDEKONE: SEMB001 --> semb001: Posti ei saapunut - vasteaika ylittyi 
     
    InputKeys "%{F4}" 
 
'***All Ends 
envresult = ENVSTOPTIMER("semb001_all") 
 
 
 
GOTO LOGOFF 
                                                                                           
  
FATAL_ERROR: 
    ' ******************************************************  
    ' FATAL_ERROR:                                                                        
    ' ****************************************************** 
    ' This subroutine will ERROR_OUT of the Script with all        
    ' of the error handling built into it The EXIT SUB will          
    ' Stop the script at this point. 
    ' The PSKILL.exe is optional. It forces out the process from the Robot. 
    ' Replace the word PROCESSID with the name of the process  
    ' as it appears in the Process Table List. 
    ' ******************************************************             
                                                                                                                                                                          
       envResult = envFatalError(err,html_snap_option) 
     SQAShellExecute environ("ENVIEW_RDIR")+"\shellbin\pskill.exe","",Process_to_kill  
                                                                                                                         
     'place any extra error handling here. 
                                                                                           
     EXIT SUB 
 
 
LOGOFF:                                                                                    
    ' ******************************************************   
    ' LOGOFF:                                                                                                                             
    ' ******************************************************   
    ' Shutdown down the application and close the log file     
    ' ******************************************************   
        envResult = envLogClose()  
      
    ' PLACE YOUR APPLICATION SHUTDOWN CODE HERE  
      EXIT SUB 
end sub
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Appendix B: Raw data log file 

2006-03-01,21:18:23,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_write,NA,7.29,0, 

2006-03-01,21:18:25,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_all,NA,19.14,0, 

2006-03-01,21:18:26,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb003,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb003,NP,62,0, 

2006-03-01,21:19:29,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_login,NA,6.48,0, 

2006-03-01,21:19:30,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_read,NA,1.65,0, 

2006-03-01,21:19:32,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_write,NA,7.09,0, 

2006-03-01,21:19:33,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_all,NA,18.82,0, 

2006-03-01,21:19:35,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb002,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb002,NP,62,0, 

2006-03-01,21:20:38,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_login,NA,6.67,0, 

2006-03-01,21:20:39,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_read,NA,1.64,0, 

2006-03-01,21:20:41,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_write,NA,7.12,0, 

2006-03-01,21:20:42,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_all,NA,19.21,0, 

2006-03-01,21:20:44,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb001,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb001,NP,63,0, 

2006-03-01,21:33:29,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_login,NA,6.67,0, 

2006-03-01,21:33:30,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_read,NA,1.64,0, 

2006-03-01,21:33:32,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_write,NA,7.10,0, 

2006-03-01,21:33:33,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_all,NA,19.06,0, 

2006-03-01,21:33:35,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb003,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb003,NP,63,0, 

2006-03-01,21:34:37,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_login,NA,6.54,0, 

2006-03-01,21:34:39,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_read,NA,1.65,0, 

2006-03-01,21:34:40,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_write,NA,7.10,0, 

2006-03-01,21:34:42,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_all,NA,18.95,0, 

2006-03-01,21:34:43,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb002,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb002,NP,62,0, 

2006-03-01,21:35:46,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_login,NA,6.62,0, 

2006-03-01,21:35:48,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_read,NA,1.67,0, 

2006-03-01,21:35:49,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_write,NA,7.21,0, 

2006-03-01,21:35:51,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_all,NA,19.50,0, 

2006-03-01,21:35:52,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb001,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb001,NP,62,0, 

2006-03-01,21:48:27,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_login,NA,6.65,0, 

2006-03-01,21:48:29,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_read,NA,1.62,0, 

2006-03-01,21:48:30,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_write,NA,7.09,0, 

2006-03-01,21:48:32,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb003,2,NA,RC0,T,semb003_all,NA,19.29,0, 

2006-03-01,21:48:33,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb003,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb003,NP,63,0, 

2006-03-01,21:49:36,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_login,NA,6.73,0, 

2006-03-01,21:49:38,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_read,NA,1.70,0, 

2006-03-01,21:49:39,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_write,NA,7.10,0, 

2006-03-01,21:49:41,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb002,2,NA,RC0,T,semb002_all,NA,19.17,0, 

2006-03-01,21:49:42,4,AL,AL1,BUS_PROCESS,BUSP,semb002,2,PROCTI,NP,P,semb002,NP,63,0, 

2006-03-01,21:50:45,4,AL,AL1,Outlook,Konala,semb001,2,NA,RC0,T,semb001_login,NA,6.60,0,
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Appendix C: Elisa1, semb001_login 

  DateTime run_date run_time process_no trans_id resp_time status err 

1 27.12.2005 11:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:00 semb001 semb001_login 7.06 0   

2 27.12.2005 11:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:14 semb001 semb001_login 6.39 0   

3 27.12.2005 11:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:29 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0   

4 27.12.2005 11:44 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:44 semb001 semb001_login 6.42 0   

5 27.12.2005 11:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 11:59 semb001 semb001_login 6.42 0   

6 27.12.2005 12:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:14 semb001 semb001_login 6.48 0   

7 27.12.2005 12:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:29 semb001 semb001_login 6.85 0   

8 27.12.2005 12:44 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:44 semb001 semb001_login 6.57 0   

9 27.12.2005 12:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 12:59 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0   

10 27.12.2005 13:14 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:14 semb001 semb001_login 6.46 0   

11 27.12.2005 13:29 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:29 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0   

12 27.12.2005 13:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.46 0   

13 27.12.2005 13:59 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 13:59 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0   

14 27.12.2005 14:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:15 semb001 semb001_login 6.62 0   

15 27.12.2005 14:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:30 semb001 semb001_login 6.45 0   

16 27.12.2005 14:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 14:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0   

17 27.12.2005 15:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:00 semb001 semb001_login 6.42 0   

18 27.12.2005 15:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:15 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0   

19 27.12.2005 15:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:30 semb001 semb001_login 6.65 0   

20 27.12.2005 15:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 15:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.5 0   

21 27.12.2005 16:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 16:00 semb001 semb001_login 6.46 0   

22 27.12.2005 16:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 16:15 semb001 semb001_login 6.45 0   

23 27.12.2005 16:30 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 16:30 semb001 semb001_login 6.62 0   

24 27.12.2005 16:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 16:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.6 0   

25 27.12.2005 17:00 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 17:00 semb001 semb001_login 6.62 0   

26 27.12.2005 17:15 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 17:15 semb001 semb001_login 6.66 0   

27 27.12.2005 17:31 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 17:31 semb001 semb001_login 6.68 0   

28 27.12.2005 17:45 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 17:45 semb001 semb001_login 6.59 0   

29 27.12.2005 18:01 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 18:01 semb001 semb001_login 6.68 0   

30 27.12.2005 18:16 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 18:16 semb001 semb001_login 6.73 0   

31 27.12.2005 18:31 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 18:31 semb001 semb001_login 6.73 0   

32 27.12.2005 18:46 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 18:46 semb001 semb001_login 6.6 0   

33 27.12.2005 19:01 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 19:01 semb001 semb001_login 6.64 0   

34 27.12.2005 19:16 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 19:16 semb001 semb001_login 6.76 0   

35 27.12.2005 19:31 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 19:31 semb001 semb001_login 6.74 0   

36 27.12.2005 19:46 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 19:46 semb001 semb001_login 7.18 0   

37 27.12.2005 20:01 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 20:01 semb001 semb001_login 6.75 0   

38 27.12.2005 20:16 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 20:16 semb001 semb001_login 6.64 0   

39 27.12.2005 20:31 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 20:31 semb001 semb001_login 6.75 0   

40 27.12.2005 20:46 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 20:46 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0   

41 27.12.2005 21:01 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 21:01 semb001 semb001_login 6.73 0   

42 27.12.2005 21:16 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 21:16 semb001 semb001_login 6.56 0   

43 27.12.2005 21:31 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 21:31 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0   

44 27.12.2005 21:46 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 21:46 semb001 semb001_login 6.45 0   

45 27.12.2005 22:01 27.12.2005 0:00 1.1.1900 22:01 semb001 semb001_login 6.51 0   
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Appendix E: Elisa1, semb001_write 

  DateTime run_date run_time process_no trans_id resp_time status err 

1 27.12.2005 1:01:00 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 11:01:00 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

2 27.12.2005 11:14:28 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 11:14:28 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

3 27.12.2005 11:29:25 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 11:29:25 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

4 27.12.2005 11:44:31 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 11:44:31 semb001 semb001_write 6.96 0  

5 27.12.2005 11:59:29 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 11:59:29 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

6 27.12.2005 12:14:36 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 12:14:36 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

7 27.12.2005 12:29:45 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 12:29:45 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

8 27.12.2005 12:44:42 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 12:44:42 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

9 27.12.2005 12:59:50 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 12:59:50 semb001 semb001_write 7.06 0  

10 27.12.2005 13:14:58 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 13:14:58 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

11 27.12.2005 13:29:55 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 13:29:55 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

12 27.12.2005 13:45:03 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 13:45:03 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

13 27.12.2005 14:00:01 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 14:00:01 semb001 semb001_write 7.04 0  

14 27.12.2005 14:15:08 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 14:15:08 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

15 27.12.2005 14:30:16 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 14:30:16 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

16 27.12.2005 14:45:17 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 14:45:17 semb001 semb001_write 7.04 0  

17 27.12.2005 15:00:24 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 15:00:24 semb001 semb001_write 7 0  

18 27.12.2005 15:15:22 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 15:15:22 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

19 27.12.2005 15:30:20 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 15:30:20 semb001 semb001_write 7.03 0  

20 27.12.2005 15:45:27 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 15:45:27 semb001 semb001_write 6.96 0  

21 27.12.2005 16:00:34 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 16:00:34 semb001 semb001_write 6.98 0  

22 27.12.2005 16:15:41 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 16:15:41 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

23 27.12.2005 16:30:40 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 16:30:40 semb001 semb001_write 7.09 0  

24 27.12.2005 16:45:47 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 16:45:47 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  

25 27.12.2005 17:00:55 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 17:00:55 semb001 semb001_write 7.21 0  

26 27.12.2005 17:15:47 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 17:15:47 semb001 semb001_write 7.1 0  

27 27.12.2005 17:31:04 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 17:31:04 semb001 semb001_write 7.1 0  

28 27.12.2005 17:46:02 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 17:46:02 semb001 semb001_write 7.18 0  

29 27.12.2005 18:01:10 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 18:01:10 semb001 semb001_write 7.15 0  

30 27.12.2005 18:16:18 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 18:16:18 semb001 semb001_write 7.57 0  

31 27.12.2005 18:31:18 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 18:31:18 semb001 semb001_write 7.32 0  

32 27.12.2005 18:46:16 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 18:46:16 semb001 semb001_write 7.07 0  

33 27.12.2005 19:01:24 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 19:01:24 semb001 semb001_write 7.21 0  

34 27.12.2005 19:16:22 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 19:16:22 semb001 semb001_write 7.15 0  

35 27.12.2005 19:31:31 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 19:31:31 semb001 semb001_write 7.21 0  

36 27.12.2005 19:46:29 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 19:46:29 semb001 semb001_write 7.18 0  

37 27.12.2005 20:01:27 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 20:01:27 semb001 semb001_write 7.23 0  

38 27.12.2005 20:16:37 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 20:16:37 semb001 semb001_write 7.21 0  

39 27.12.2005 20:31:45 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 20:31:45 semb001 semb001_write 7.15 0  

40 27.12.2005 20:46:43 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 20:46:43 semb001 semb001_write 7.3 0  

41 27.12.2005 21:01:41 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 21:01:41 semb001 semb001_write 7.23 0  

42 27.12.2005 21:16:49 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 21:16:49 semb001 semb001_write 7.23 0  

43 27.12.2005 21:31:48 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 21:31:48 semb001 semb001_write 7.14 0  

44 27.12.2005 21:46:56 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 21:46:56 semb001 semb001_write 7.25 0  

45 27.12.2005 22:01:55 27.12.2005 0:00:00 1.1.1900 22:01:55 semb001 semb001_write 7.01 0  
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Appendix F: Elisa1, semb001_writeChart 
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Appendix G: SQL queries to fetch data 
 
##Database extraction 
Select run_date, run_time, process_no, trans_id, resp_time, status_code, 
error_message 
From ROBOT_LOG_T 
Where ROBOT = 'AL' And STATUS_code != '3' AND 
DATEDIFF(dd,convert(datetime,RUN_DATE,101),convert(datetime,GETDATE(),10
1)) <= 14 
 
 
##Exist:Date; Exist:Time; Build DateTime(Filter) 
DateTime : BuildDateTime (%'RUN_DATE', %'RUN_TIME') 
 
 
##Week Filter 
DTdiff(%'DateTime',Now (),DAYS) < 7 
 
## semb001 
%'PROCESS_NO'='semb001' 
 
## semblogin 
%'TRANS_ID' = 'semb001_login' 
 
## Semblogin Chart 
%'TRANS_ID' = 'semb001_loginChart' 


